Santa Fé government building, 2-11-04
Paraná City
Paraná River and City, 3-11
Hotel Paraná City, 8th floor, Leticia, Carlos, Valerie and Onno
Paraná River panorama from Paraná City
a river lily, off the boat launch dock at Santa Fé, 4-11
boat launch, Aylen and Carlos
Santa Fé, industrial buildings along Rio Paraná
riverbank views
Flotsam in the Santa Fé access canal
on the northern bank of the access canal

dredging at the intersection of a river branch and the access canal
series of vortices
taking ADCP measurements

significant riverbank erosion
Sergio, Carlos and Onno leaving the CIMEC building
At the Familie Weiss Restaurant in Bariloche with conference attendees
At the conference with Professors Jirka and Vionnet
Aerial views of Paraná River, 5-11-04